
LIGHTNING Series

POWERFUL. EFFICIENT. RESPONSIBLE.



The Principles of
Thoughtfully executed thermal management is vital to providing 
long-term lumen maintenance, maximum lamp life and overall 
product reliability. DP’s LIGHTNING projectors benefit from 
CoolTek™ engineering - a catalog of efficient power and thermal 
management systems designed to assure key display components 
operate well within their optimal thermal range and consume far less 
power than products with comparable lumen performance.

One example of CoolTek™ engineering 
incorporated within LIGHTNING 
projectors is DP’s DirectFlow architecture 
- a finely engineered array of miniature 
ducts that silently direct cool, filtered air 
to thermally critical areas of the DMDs 
and prism. The targeted design of the 
DirectFlow system efficiently extracts 
heat from these key optical “hot spots”, without resorting to the 
complexity of liquid cooling, or the overkill of very loud, high speed 
fans. In fact, DirectFlow helps render LIGHTNING displays as the 
quietest products among all projectors in their lumen class. 

Minimizing operating wattage and maximizing lumens is also at the 
heart of the CoolTek™ philosophy. This leads DP’s engineers to 
carefully design lamp and optical systems that are extraordinarily 
efficient and reliable. DP’s Hyper-Cooled™ lamp module, found in 
all LIGHTNING Pro Series 3D displays, extracts maximum lumens 
from our high efficiency Xenon lamp systems, while extending lumen 
maintenance as well as bulb and reflector life. Not surprisingly, 
LIGHTNING projectors provide the greatest lumen-per-watt 
performance of any large venue 3 chip DLP® displays available.

The LIGHTNING 
Experience
As DP’s brightest and most advanced displays, LIGHTNING 
projectors are the flagships of our product line. Designed for the 
rigors of large-venue installations and staging, they excel in their 
rugged construction, stellar performance, quiet operation and low 
relative cost of ownership. With models featuring capabilities such as 
intelligent lens mounts, 3D frame rate compatibility, 4000:1 contrast 
and up to 30,000 lumens, the LIGHTNING Pro Series 3D products 
represent the most capable and rapidly deployable large venue 
solutions ever conceived.

Every LIGHTNING projector employs the latest in Dark Chip, 3-chip 
DLP® technology, and includes DP’s exceptional RapidRig™ 
staging and stacking hardware with integrated pitch, roll and yaw 
adjustments. Additionally, our exclusive ColorMax™ calibration 
technology includes enhanced seven-point color correction for 
broader color space and accurate color alignment.

LIGHTNING projectors also incorporate DP’s Hyper-Cooled Lamp 
Module™, one of our exclusive CoolTek™ innovations. Engineered 
with a proprietary directional-flow reflector mask and radial heat 
exchanger, the Hyper-Cooled module dramatically improves the 
projector’s thermal characteristics and extends reflector life and lumen 
maintenance. 

These operating benefits provide a significant reduction to the long-
term cost of ownership while enhancing component reliability.

As the innovator of the original 3-chip DLP® projector, and Texas 
Instruments’ very first DLP® partner, Digital Projection applies passion 
and unparalleled expertise to all of our display designs. We are 
unerringly dedicated to clients and applications that require accurate 
and powerful large screen solutions. The exclusive performance of 
our NextGen electronics, available in all of our LIGHTNING Pro Series 
3D displays, serves as but one very tangible example of how our 
philosophy and methodology deliver visual experiences that stand 
above all others.

Advanced Features for 
Immersive Applications
LIGHTNING projectors can be ordered with DP’s ultra high bandwidth, 
3D sideboard input.  This amazing input path enables connectivity for 
sources with 16 bit color – providing improved dark area detail and 
color depth, as well as for sources operating at the very high frame 
rates associated with Active 3D content.        

Our LIGHTNING 3D models also include DP’s new FastFrame™ 
technology, a revolutionary combination of hardware and firmware 
that reduces the artifacts and image blur typically associated with 
rapidly moving displayed content. The benefits of FastFrame™ 
are especially important for simulation environments such as 

commercial and military flight training, the viewing of fast motion 
entertainment, such as motorsports and field games, and any other ap-
plications where maintaining the visual integrity of high-speed imagery 
is vital.

Active 3D capable LIGHTNING displays benefit from DP’s exclusive 
Dual-Flash Processing™ (DFP) – an innovation that provides users with 
the ability to distribute 3D content via more traditional, 60 Hz formats, 
then frame-double those sources within the projector. This produces 3D 
imagery with the low flicker characteristics of a native 120 Hz source, 
but with the more economical infrastructure costs associated with 
distributing and switching 60 Hz signals. 

A variety of LIGHTNING 3D models are available – each optimized to 
deliver maximum lumens, contrast and superb immersive imaging.    
  

Precise Color Through
    Technology
The LIGHTNING’s advanced color calibration technology brings a 
new level of precision to large screen projection. All LIGHTNING 
projectors are pre-aligned to a factory reference to assure consistent 
color performance straight out of the box. For more specific color 
alignment, the user has the ability to adjust color temperature, along 
with the highlights and shadows of individual colors, on both a global 
and per source level. Given all the handles, LIGHTNING projectors can 
be quickly benchmarked for color alignment and made ready for color 
critical applications.

LIGHTNING 3D and Ultra Contrast/Reference 3D models include 
Enhanced Seven Point Colorimetry, a derivative of the digital cinema 
technology that DP has pioneered over the past decade. Enhanced 
Seven Point Colorimetry provides control over the displayed gamut as 
well as the individual tones of red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow 
and white, via presets or user input of programmable target color 
coordinates. 

In addition to Enhanced Seven Point Colorimetry, all LIGHTNING 
3D models offer an extensive set of Gamma adjustments for image 
optimization in various environments. User-friendly Gamma presets 
that address popular applications are included, as well as a parametric 
setting enabling the user to set a Gamma from 1.0 to 3.0. DP’s PC or 
MAC compatible Gamma download tool enables the user to design a 
custom Gamma curve for either creative or specialized applications. 

LIGHTNINGLIGHTNING

As the flagship displays within DP’s product line, all LIGHTNING 
projectors exclusively employ Xenon lamps – the same lamp 
technology that has been at work in commercial cinemas for decades. 
Proven, reliable and cost effective, DP’s Xenon lamps produce 
extraordinarily high lumen per watt efficiency, a broad and uniform 
spectral output and a stable white point. The sheer lumen power 
and wide color gamut of our Xenon lamps, complimented by the 
proprietary optics and signal processing that are DP’s heritage, elevate 
LIGHTNING projectors to produce the most compelling, true to life 
imagery that can be created. 

Control Flexibility
All LIGHTNING Pro Series 3D models are equipped 
with LAN, wireless LAN, serial, IR and hardwired remote 
connectivity, providing control flexibility for every situation. 
In addition, a control application is hosted within the 
projector and can be accessed using a web browser via 
MAC or PC. Control codes can also be accepted from 
third party automation. 

A backlit remote control is included with Pro Series 
models as well as an integral keypad. When the projector 
is ceiling mounted, the keypad can be inverted for ease of 
operation. A single remote control can command multiple 
projectors when daisy chained using the supplied remote 
cable. IR is disabled when a remote is cable connected, 
preventing erroneous IR signals from creating potential 
interference.

RapidRigTM  Mechanics
The rigors of staged events dictate projector 
rigging and stacking be simple, fast and precise. 
DP’s RapidRig™ system, which includes accurate 
pitch, roll and yaw adjustments for each projector, 
is included as a standard feature on all LIGHTNING 
models.  

With the benefit of the rugged RapidRig™ hardware, LIGHTNING 
projectors are easily lock-stacked and ready for fast attachment to 
truss, using industry standard hardware readily available in all parts of 
the world. No other projector is as easily configured or as capable for 
staging use as the LIGHTNING Pro Series 3D.

NextGen Electronics
featuring
Consistently projecting beautiful images demands great electronic 
processing across a diversity of signals. Every LIGHTNING Pro Series 
3D model includes multiple inputs to support a variety of formats, 
with each being processed using dedicated, best-in-class technology. 
This painstaking approach to electronics design is unique to DP, but 
guarantees the highest quality imagery is rendered from every source. 

At the heart of every LIGHTNING Pro Series 3D display lies our newly 
developed NextGen electronics - a high quality re-sizing engine 
and signal-processing unit that precisely maps every input source 
to the native resolution of the DMDs.  Every LIGHTNING Pro Series 
3D model incorporates FusionExpress and MultiBlend, providing 
advanced warp and blend capabilities.  Furthermore, 3D capability is 
either standard or available as an option for every LIGHTNING model.

By comparison, where other projectors rely on a single chip of silicon 
to achieve all resizing, de-interlacing, decoding and artifact reduction, 
DP created an efficient electronics architecture that employs the best 
individual solution for each vital processing step. This detailed and 
innovative approach to imaging purity takes both time and investment, 
but guarantees superior on-screen results for all source types. 

BRIGHT LIGHTS
FOR THE BIGGEST EVENTS

Twenty-four LIGHTNING SX+ displays create a 560 ft wide image at the Dubai International Finance Center. 
Image courtesy of Louise Stickland

LIGHTNING HDs being used in the Hammerstein Ballroom. 
Image courtesy of K2 Imaging

(1) Operational hours per year based on 4 hours/day, 260 days per year for a total of   
 1,040 hours per year
(2) 2007 Average Cost of Residential and Commercial Electricity in the US from: 
 Energy Information Administration: 
 http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table5_6_b.html
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Two LIGHTNING 1080p displays render a 40 ft image. 
2009 “Astronomy Night” presentation at Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall in Taipei.
Sponsored by Delta Electronics Foundation 



Three LIGHTNING HD Projectors. Abundant Living Faith Center - El Paso, Texas.
Image courtesy of Michael Contreras & Michael Garrison, MGA

Image courtesy of K2imaging & MSG Entertainment
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RELIGIOUS VENUES • THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS •

LECTURE HALLS & AUDITORIUMS • FILM FESTIVALS • 

IMMERSIVE MILITARY SIMULATION •

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT • CORPORATE PRESENTATION

The LIGHTNING Product Family

38-1080p-3D
45-1080p-3D
Ultra-Contrast 1080p-3D
Reference 1080p-3D

38-WUXGA-3D
45-WUXGA-3D
Ultra-Contrast WUXGA-3D
Reference WUXGA-3D 

38-sx+3D
45-sx+3D
Ultra-Contrast sx+3D


